1. Guess Me Challenge
გამოიცანით სიტყვა მოცემული აღწერის მიხედვით
1. When it's cold, you feel chilly, you can: A. frost

B. shave

C. tear D. shiver

2. Name Me Challenge
შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფს სათაური
A. What is Degas famous for?
B. What made Degas different from other impressionists?
C. Is the painter still well-known?
D. Who was Edgar Degas?
E. What problems did the painter encounter?

2. Edgar Degas was a French artist born in Paris in 1834. He was supposed to become a lawyer, but
he preferred to doodle so he became an artist instead! He mainly drew and painted pictures of
everyday life such as this woman brushing her hair.
3. Although Degas is often described as an impressionist, he didn't really think he was one. He never
painted outside, arguing that you need time in the studio to really perfect a painting. But he did
draw and paint scenes of everyday life, and especially liked painting scenes of entertainers.
4. Degas is perhaps best known for painting ballet dancers. He was fascinated by them, and wanted
to capture their grace and power. He often painted them backstage, getting ready for a performance.
5. In 1880 Degas was starting to go blind, and he found it harder and harder to paint. So he began
making sculptures. One of his sculptures is of a little girl who was a ballet student at the Paris
Opéra.
6. Edgar Degas died in 1917 due to brain aneurism but even today he remains very famous. Actually,
he was a highly celebrated 19th century French Impressionist whose work helped shape the fine art
landscape for years to come.

3. Assemble Me Challenge
ააწყეთ წინადადება სწორად
7. We love (1.tennis / 2.playing / 3.outside) .

A. 1,2,3

B. 2,1,3

C. 3,2,1

D. 2,3,1

4. Define Me Challenge
შეარჩიეთ სწორი არტიკლი
8. Mari checks her phone twice ---- hour.

A.a

B. an

C. the

D. ----

5. Describe Me Challenge
შეარჩიეთ სწორი აღმწერი, ზედსართავი სახელი ან ზმნიზედა
9. That moment in my life is very ----.
A. remainder
B. memorable

C. remembering

D. amazed

6. Tenses Challenge
შეარჩიეთ დროის სწორი ფორმა
10. I ---- seen such a good movie. A. have never B. has ever C. have ever D. had never
7. Fill Me Challenge
შეავსეთ ტექსტი მოცემული ალტერნატივებიდან ერთ-ერთით
Salvador Dalí was a very eccentric man. Here is a picture 11.---- him. You can always recognise him
because he has a funny moustache. He liked 12.---- dress in crazy clothes and have long hair .
11. A. in
12. A. on

B. with
B. up

C. of
C. re-

D. at
D.to

8. Common Mistakes Challenge
მოცემული გაქვთ ინგლისურში ყველაზე ხშირი შეცდომები/საინტერესო გამონაკლისები,
უნდა მონიშნოთ სწორი ფორმა
13. I enjoy ---- to music.

A. listen

B. to listen

C. listening

D. to listening

9. Spelling Challenge
აირჩიეთ სიტყვის სწორი ფორმა
14. აირჩიეთ ზესართავ vibrant -ისაგან წარმოებული არსებითი სახელი
A.
vibro
B.
vibrance
C.
vibrate
D.
vibrace
10. Pronunciation Challenge
მოცემული გაქვთ სიტყვები, უნდა შეარჩიოთ ჟღერადობით ზედმეტი
15. Where is the "c" pronounced differently? A. cape B. coat C. crispy

D. city

